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"Han Yan?" 

 

Ye Chen and Zhou Wuhuang looked at the man with the sword in surprise. 

 

The man who drew the sword turned out to be Han Yan. 

 

But at this moment, Han Yan's appearance and temperament seem to be a little different from before. 

 

Han Yan's eyes were very clear, and there was no trace of worldly dust. His hair fell loose at some point, 

with a warm smile on his face, and his gestures blended with the avenue of heaven and earth, revealing 

a perfect order, rhythm, and magic. 

 

That is a return to basics that is difficult even for ordinary emperors and gods. 

 

"What Han Yan, I don't have that name." 

 

"My name... Hehe, I don't have a name, you can call me Sword Demon." 

 

"I was born with a sword addiction, and I like to fight and practice swords." 

 

"You guys are fighting so fiercely, then call me." 

 

Han Yan said with a smile, looked at Zhou Wuhuang, then at Ye Chen. 

 



He stretched out his finger first, and a divine light poured into Zhou Wuhuang's body. 

 

Zhou Wuhuang was seriously injured, but with Han Yan's enlightenment, he recovered from his injuries 

all of a sudden, turned over and jumped up from the ground, his whole body was full of energy, and 

looked at Han Yan with a look of horror and astonishment in his eyes. 

 

At this moment, Han Yan's cultivation base has become unfathomable. It seems that with a snap of his 

fingers, he can shatter the universe, birth and destroy all gods and demons, and he is so powerful that it 

is unimaginable. 

 

"You... are you a sword demon?" 

 

Ye Chen's face darkened, and he suddenly felt something was wrong. 

 

The appearance of Han Yan in front of him has not changed at all, but the temperament of his 

conversation has changed, becoming extremely pure, sincere, and enthusiastic. 

 

The sincerity of the sword, the enthusiasm for the battle. 

 

Ye Chen was terrified, guessing that Han Yan had awakened the memory of his previous life. 

 

Even the memory of the previous life replaced him in this life, so he called himself a sword demon. 

 

"Well, you are surrounded by samsara, are you the master of samsara?" 

 

"Very well, I'll fight you first." 

 

Han Yan drew out his sword and stabbed Ye Chen. 

 

This sword is unremarkable, it's just a test. 



 

But this probing sword contains the general trend of the world, which is boundless. 

 

From the background of this sword, one can get a glimpse of Han Yan's swordsmanship, at least at the 

Emperor level! 

 

Ye Chen is only the seventh layer of heaven in the immeasurable realm. If he is to face the emperor of 

heaven, it is absolutely impossible to defeat him. 

 

A sword from the Emperor of Heaven can kill him. 

 

Ye Chen was shocked, but fortunately, there was still the atmosphere left by the source body of 

reincarnation around, so Ye Chen Yufeng avoided Han Yan's sword. 

 

"Hey, so you are only boundless? Why are you so weak?" 

 

"My elder brother Yan Tiandi told me that the Lord of Reincarnation is invincible and surpasses the 

existence of Chaopin Tiandi." 

 

"My elder brother Yan Tiandi's flame orthodoxy is derived from the celestial fire star of the lord of 

reincarnation." 

 

"You actually only have Boundless Realm?" 

 

Han Yan couldn't believe it, and retracted the long sword, his eyes were full of disappointment. 

 

He wanted the fiercest battle and the most hearty decisive battle, but his swordsmanship was at the 

level of a heavenly emperor, and no one present was qualified to fight him. 

 

For a while, Ye Chen didn't know what to say, and was afraid that Han Yan would go mad. 

 



The sword demon in the previous life had a childlike character in the early stage, sincere and obsessed 

with fighting and swordsmanship. 

 

But in the later stage, he wanted to fight Yantian Emperor, but he was still not satisfied, and his 

personality gradually became irritable, killing people everywhere. 

 

After the fall of Emperor Yantian, he became even more manic, crying all day long, killing people while 

crying to vent his anger. 

 

His tears even gathered into the Immortal Slaughter Pond. 

 

In the end, when he was tired of killing, he withered and died, and just fell. 

 

He died sitting on his own, not by the enemy. 

 

Because of his swordsmanship, no one in the world can suppress him, and no one can kill him. 

 

At this time, Han Yan was occupied by the memory of the sword demon in his previous life, so he should 

have a very simple personality in the early stage. 

 

Ye Chen had no choice but to pray, hoping that Han Yan would wake up soon, and even if he didn't wake 

up, he wouldn't go mad and become the manic and paranoid appearance in the later stage. 

 

Han Yan saw that Ye Chen's cultivation was too different from his, and he had no interest in fighting. He 

looked at Zhou Wuhuang and said happily: 

 

"You have the Heavenly Emperor Qi in your body, so you must be a strong person in the Heavenly 

Emperor Realm. Stand up, let's compete!" 

 

Zhou Wuhuang panicked, waved his hands again and again and said, "I used to be in the Heavenly 

Emperor Realm, but I have long since cut myself off, and now I am only in the Divine Dao Realm." 

 



"Yeah?" 

 

Han Yan was stunned, and stared at it. Sure enough, he was disappointed again. 

 

After a pause, his eyes turned, and he said, "Oh, I feel itchy when I don't fight for a day." 

 

"How about this, I will suppress my cultivation to the level of the divine way, and we will fight again." 

 

He looked at Ye Chen and Zhou Wuhuang: "You two go together, I haven't exercised my muscles for a 

long time." 

 

As he spoke, he moved his waist, and his bones creaked. 

 

Ye Chen and Zhou Wuhuang looked at each other, how dare they fight Han Yan. 

 

Even if Han Yan suppresses his cultivation, after all, he is a sword demon, once the top emperor of 

heaven, the two are definitely not Han Yan's opponents. 

 

"If you don't do it, then I will make the first move." 

 

Han Yan smiled, seeing that neither Ye Chen nor Zhou Wuhuang had made a move, he gripped the hilt of 

his sword tightly and swung his sword to slash at Ye Chen. 

 

The sword body was covered with a layer of golden divine law. Sure enough, he had suppressed his own 

cultivation to the divine realm. 

 

But even so, facing his sword edge, Ye Chen still felt overwhelming pressure, like the general trend of 

heaven, earth and starry sky roaring towards him. 

 

Zheng! 



 

Ye Chen raised his sword and resisted it with all his strength. 

 

When two swords clash, sparks burst out. 

 

A tyrannical sword force suppressed it, shaking Ye Chen's arms numb and his tiger's mouth cracked 

open. 

 

Han Yan's sword is powerful and heavy, with the power of heaven and earth, even if it is only in the 

divine way, it is not something Ye Chen can resist. 

 

"Come again!" 

 

Seeing Ye Chen blocked his sword, Han Yan's eyes flickered, and he became excited. He swung his sword 

and slashed out again. 

 

"Emperor Arm, open!" 

 

Knowing that Han Yan was powerful, Ye Chen hurriedly handed over the sword to his left hand, the 

flames on his left arm exploded, and an ancient totem emerged. 

 

Yantian Emperor arm, opened on the spot. 

 

boom! 

 

At the moment when Emperor Yantian's arm was opened, Ye Chen's left arm was powerful, and when 

he swung his sword, the sword energy was quite fierce. 

 

clang! 

 



The two swords clashed again, this time it was Han Yan's turn to lose, and he was shocked back two 

steps. 

 

After Ye Chen opened the arm of the Emperor of Heaven, his strength multiplied, and Han Yan, who had 

been suppressed to the level of the divine way, was caught off guard and was shocked back. 

 

"Hey, this is..." 

 

Han Yan stared blankly at Ye Chen's arm, and said in bewilderment: 

 

"This is my elder brother Yantian's arm, why is it on your body?" 

 

Buzz buzz! 

 

At this time, there was a humming and vibration on the ground beside him. 

 

On the ground, there is a severed arm, that is Emperor Yantian's right arm, it was cut off by Xu Tianlang 

on the body of the ancestor Yindan just now, and fell to the ground, covered by weeds. 

 

At this time, Ye Chen opened the arm of the Emperor of Heaven, but the right arm in the weeds 

resonated. 
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"The Emperor of Heaven returns!" 

 

With a thought in his mind, Ye Chen grasped it with his right hand, and the right arm of Emperor Yantian 

immediately turned into a streamer of red light and entered his body. 

 



After getting another Heavenly Emperor arm, Ye Chen felt hot all over his body. If he could refine and 

fuse it, his strength would definitely be improved again! 

 

"You killed my brother Yan Tiandi?" 

 

"Even, dismember him!?" 

 

Han Yan's facial features were distorted, and there was a huge grief, anger, and unbelievable in his eyes, 

his hair flew up and down, the air around his body roared, and the violent Tiandi Qi burst out. 

 

That day's imperial energy, from a pure appearance, quickly became dark, full of sinister killings. 

 

In his previous life, as a sword demon, he was close friends with Emperor Yantian. 

 

At this moment, when he saw the two severed arms of Emperor Yantian, he thought that Emperor 

Yantian was killed or even dismembered by Ye Chen and others. 

 

"Brother Han, no, listen to me..." 

 

Ye Chen wanted to explain, but the murderous aura in Han Yan's eyes was terribly strong, the devilish 

aura exploded all over his body, and the sword aura howled, so he didn't give him a chance to explain at 

all. 

 

"Dare to kill my brother Yantiandi, I want you to pay for it with your life!" 

 

Han Yan was furious, and with a sword full of Heavenly Emperor Qi, he slashed straight at Ye Chen. 

 

"Reincarnation Xuanbei, block it!" 

 

Ye Chen was shocked, and hastily urged the reincarnation black tablet to resist. 



 

He released all ten reincarnation monuments. 

 

In an instant, the majestic light of reincarnation erupted in the field. 

 

I saw that the ten reincarnation monuments were connected in series by a simple iron chain, and the 

breath was connected into one piece, surrounding Ye Chen inside. 

 

Ye Chen summoned the Heavenly Demon Castle again, and finally even borrowed the divine and soul 

power of Emperor Xuanchen from the cemetery of reincarnation to resist Han Yan's sword force 

desperately. 

 

Zheng! 

 

Han Yan slashed with a sword, and the violent sword power of the Heavenly Emperor slashed fiercely on 

the Tianbei. 

 

The Tianbei was solid and unbreakable, and Han Yan's sword failed to cause the slightest damage to the 

Tianbei. 

 

However, his tyrannical sword power pierced through the Tianbei and hit Ye Chen hard. 

 

"Puchi!" 

 

Ye Chen spat out blood, and his internal organs were about to be shattered. Fortunately, he took 

precautions and borrowed the power of Emperor Xuanchen, otherwise he would definitely die under 

Han Yan's sword. 

 

Han Yan's face was stained with some blood spurted by Ye Chen. 

 

He was stunned, the violent and sinister look in his eyes faded slightly, he looked at Ye Chen blankly, and 

cried out with some struggle and pain: "Brother." 



 

Ye Chen was both surprised and happy, and said, "Brother Han, are you awake?" 

 

However, the painful and struggling look in Han Yan's eyes was quickly replaced by a sinister and 

ferocious aura. 

 

"He's going crazy again, go, go!" 

 

Seeing this, Emperor Xuanchen knew the danger, and hurriedly controlled Ye Chen's body, unfolding 

Xuanchen's misty movement, with erratic footsteps like ghosts, and quickly fled into the valley. 

 

But at this time, Zhou Wuhuang, Xiong Bazhen and others had fled to nowhere, and Xu Tianlang was 

afraid of Han Yan's terror, so he also fled early. 

 

Emperor Xuanchen controlled Ye Chen's body. As soon as he fled to the depths of the valley, Han Yan 

roared up to the sky, his whole body burst out with demonic energy, and behind him a thousand-foot-

high heaven and earth dharma appeared, like an ancient demon god, roaring and shouting, Slashing and 

killing with a sword. 

 

Those warriors who wanted to come to Tianyueguigu to search for treasure, shouted in horror and fled 

in all directions, but many of them did not escape, and were beheaded and killed by Han Yan. 

 

Ye Chen noticed that among the fleeing warriors, someone actually blocked Han Yan's sword, and then 

fled to the other side of the valley. 

 

"The old guy Taihai Tiandi is here." 

 

Emperor Xuanchen said in a deep voice, catching a trace of familiar breath 

 

The martial artist who blocked Han Yan's sword just now was Taihai Tiandi. Although he concealed his 

breath, he was still recognized by him. 

 



"Senior, let's find a safe place and hide before we talk." 

 

Ye Chen saw that Han Yan was falling into madness, and he didn't care about the Emperor Taihai. If he 

didn't evade as soon as possible, he might die under Han Yan's sword. 

 

Han Yan, who was in a state of madness, slashed and killed wildly with his sword. He strode into Tianyue 

Returning Valley. The violent sword energy destroyed the forest, the cliff collapsed, the river stopped 

flowing, and the ground collapsed. The scene was a mess. 

 

Ye Chen avoided Han Yan far away, and continued to fly deep into the valley. 

 

"Lord of reincarnation, here." 

 

At this moment, Ye Chen heard a voice calling, it was Xu Yourong's voice. 

 

But looking around, there was no one there. 

 

"Miss Xu, where are you?" 

 

Ye Chen paused in his footsteps, uncertain. 

 

Crash. 

 

The void flickered, and Xu Yourong's figure emerged, with a hazy aura, seemingly real and unreal, so it 

turned out that she was in a fantasy just now. 

 

The law of fantasy is the basic law of time and space. Just now Xu Yourong was escaping into fantasy, so 

Ye Chen didn't notice her. 

 

But Ye Chen is a Forbidden God, and he also masters the law of fantasy. It is impossible to deceive his 

eyes and ears with ordinary fantasy methods. 



 

The fantasy law behind Xu Yourong must be extraordinary, otherwise, it would be impossible to hide it 

from Ye Chen. 

 

"come on in." 

 

Xu Yourong beckoned to Xiang, a space crack opened behind her, and behind the crack, there was a 

dreamy divine light, which seemed to be a fantasy space. 

 

Ye Chen was puzzled, so he followed Xu Yourong through the crack in space. 

 

Behind the space crack, there is indeed a fantasy space. 

 

In this fantasy space, generally speaking, only true gods in the divine realm are eligible to gain a 

foothold. 

 

If it is a person below the Divine Dao Realm, it is impossible to survive in fantasy. 

 

Although Ye Chen has not yet reached the realm of the divine way, but he is a forbidden god, so he can 

naturally gain a foothold in the fantasy space. 
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Ye Chen narrowed his eyes slightly, looking at this imaginary space in surprise, he saw a huge palace 

floating in the space, with colorful auspicious mist and golden light, hanging a plaque with the words 

"Luna Heavenly Palace" written on it. 

 

"The remains of my Moon God ancestor are in this place." 

 

Xu Yourong waved to Ye Chen and walked towards the Moon God Temple. 



 

Ye Chen said: "Miss Xu, have you finally found the remains of the Moon God Emperor?" 

 

Xu Yourong nodded lightly and said, "Yes, look, those are the remains of my ancestors." Pointing to the 

front. 

 

Opposite the entrance of the Luna Temple, there is a huge square. 

 

In the square, there is a clear pool with the sound of water flowing. 

 

In the pool, there is an ice coffin. 

 

Ye Chen walked up and took a look, and saw a woman with a cool temperament and a beautiful 

appearance lying inside the transparent ice coffin, who was none other than the Moon God Emperor. 

 

The Moon God and Heavenly Emperor in the ice coffin seemed to be asleep, and his skin was still fair, 

but it was a bit too white, and he was already pale. 

 

"The vicissitudes of the years, the wear and tear of time, the remains of the Moon God and Heavenly 

Emperor can still be kept so intact?" 

 

Ye Chen was taken aback. He originally thought that the Moon God Emperor had turned into dry bones, 

but he never thought that there was such a perfect body left behind. It looked like it was just asleep, 

without any signs of wear and tear. 
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"Be careful of the ancestor Yindan." 

 



Ye Chen reminded that in the Luna Heavenly Palace, he vaguely smelled the causal breath of ancestor 

Yindan. 

 

This place might be the "old lair" of Yindan Patriarch. 

 

The ancestor Yindan may have lived here all the time, wanting to get his hands on the remains of the 

Moon God Emperor all the time, but unfortunately he failed to do so. 

 

Just now, Patriarch Yindan spent a lot of energy fighting Xu Tianlang. 

 

Now, the ancestor Yindan is lurking somewhere, and he may come back at any time, so he must be 

careful. 

 

"Um." 

 

Xu Yourong nodded, and concentrated on guard, guarding Ye Chen's side, and at the same time sent out 

a message to summon Xu Tianlang back. 

 

Ye Chen sat down cross-legged, took a deep breath, and silently adjusted his breath. 

 

He spent a lot of money fighting just now, but he also gained a lot. Yan Tiandi's other arm of the 

Emperor of Heaven successfully fell into his hands. 

 

At that moment, Ye Chen focused on refining, and slowly fused Yan Tiandi's right arm with his body. 

 

hum! 

 

A burst of red and fiery light surged from Ye Chen's body. 

 

On his right arm, a layer of majestic flame totems gradually appeared, and the ancient sky fire qi wave 

was circulating, and majestic power was contained in it. 



 

The fusion process was much smoother than Ye Chen imagined. 

 

Soon, he completely smelted Emperor Yantian's right arm into a pure energy breath, which he 

integrated into his own arm. 

 

After merging the right arm of Emperor Yantian, Ye Chen's spirit was greatly boosted, and the spiritual 

energy consumed in the battle just now also quickly recovered. 

 

He even faintly felt that there was a change from the sky fire star, and the fire seed he stored in the 

space of the star star ignited a violent flame. 

 

This day, Huo Mingxing actually showed signs of awakening! 

 

Ye Chen's eyes lit up. If Tianhuo Mingxing could awaken, his strength would probably be ten times 

stronger! 

 

Obviously, Yantian Emperor's limbs have a huge effect on Ye Chen's awakening of Tianhuo Mingxing. 

 

After all, in the beginning, Emperor Yantian's whole body of Taoism originated from the star of fire and 

life. 

 

He observed the fire and life star and created fire. Now that Ye Chen is fused with his arm, the fire and 

life star is stimulated, and there are faint signs of awakening. 

 

However, Ye Chen also knew that this sign of awakening was just a small sign. If he wanted to truly 

awaken, he would have to get more limbs of Emperor Yantian. 

 

"Hey, is your Tianhuo Mingxing about to awaken?" 

 

In the cemetery of reincarnation, Emperor Xuanchen felt the change in Ye Chen's body and was 

suddenly surprised. 



 

"Not that fast." 

 

Ye Chen smiled wryly, he really wanted to wake up, but how could it be so easy to wake up? 

 

Emperor Xuanchen said: "Really? If you can awaken the fire star, you will be invincible." 

 

"This fate star represents the supreme law of sky fire. If you can awaken it, in addition to improving your 

strength, you can also improve your skills such as alchemy and weapon refining." 

 

"If you have the Heavenly Fire Star right now, you can refine a body suitable for me with just a handful 

of mud, hehe..." 

 

After awakening, Tianhuo Mingxing can burst into the most blazing flames, which is very suitable for 

alchemy and weapon refining. 

 

Tianhuo Mingxing itself contains pure and abundant energy. 

 

A pile of loess, a handful of mud, after being tempered by the fire and life star, can transform against the 

sky, can be shaped into a first-class weapon and magic weapon, or can be shaped into a fleshy body, 

with endless mysteries. 

 

Ye Chen is naturally full of expectations for the fire star that day. 

 

But now, he is far from fully awakened. 

 

If you want to refine a physical body for Emperor Xuanchen, you need to use a lot of resources to pile 

up. 

 

"Senior, there are quite a lot of treasure resources in this place. After Han Yan no longer goes crazy, I 

will go find them for you, and then refine the body for you." 



 

Ye Chen said. 

 

Now outside the Moon God Temple, it is very dangerous. Han Yan is still mad, killing everywhere. If he 

goes out to hunt for treasure, he will only end up being killed indiscriminately. 

 

However, anyone with a discerning eye can see that Han Yan's crazy and violent state cannot last. 

 

Ye Chen reckoned that Han Yan would exhaust his energy and stop in a short time. 

 

Emperor Xuanchen looked eagerly at the ice coffin outside in the cemetery of reincarnation. The Moon 

God Emperor in the ice coffin seemed to be just asleep. He sighed: 

 

"It would be great if I could refine the body of the Moon God and Heavenly Emperor into a body suitable 

for me." 

 

Ye Chen trembled in his heart, and said, "Senior, have you taken a fancy to the remains of the Moon God 

Emperor?" 

 

Xuanchen Heavenly Emperor chuckled and said, "No, I'll just talk about it, and just treat it as nonsense." 

 

"The Moon God Emperor is an ancient god who tried to challenge the Super Heavenly Emperor. She is 

not so easy to fall. I deduce that her life is not exhausted, and she still has the possibility of 

resurrection." 

 

"Her descendants came to find her remains, probably wanting to revive her." 

 

At the end, Xuanchen Heavenly Emperor looked at Xu Yourong again, calculated with his fingers, and 

kept spying on the cause and effect behind it. 

 

Of course he wanted to use the bones of the Moon God Emperor as raw materials, and let Ye Chen 

refine them into a body suitable for him. 



 

But this is impossible, because the Moon God Emperor has not died yet. 

 

She is not exhausted, and there is still the possibility of resurrection! 

 

"It turns out that the Moon God Emperor will be resurrected in the future?" 

 

Ye Chen's heart was shocked, he didn't expect the Moon God Emperor to be resurrected. 

 

Ye Chen couldn't get his hands on the corpse in the ice coffin. 

 

And even if he wanted to get his hands on it, it would be difficult for him to break the restriction of 

Shenyuan Pool. 

 

Emperor Xuanchen said: "Her bones cannot be touched randomly, otherwise they will suffer disaster." 

 

"Hmm... I think the ancestor Yindan and the Emperor Taihai are very suitable." 

 

"If you kill them and use their flesh and blood as raw materials, it is enough to refine a perfect body." 

 

At the end, Xuanchen Tiandi had a murderous look in his eyes. 

 

Back then, he and the Emperor Taihai were brothers and sisters. Unfortunately, in the end, the Emperor 

Taihai betrayed him and made him suffer endless torture in the dark abyss. 

 

Now, he just wants to be resurrected. It is not enough to kill the Emperor Taihai, he also wants to use 

the flesh and blood of the Emperor Taihai to recast his own body. 

 

This time the treasure of the Moon God and Heavenly Emperor was born, and the Taihai Heavenly 

Emperor came in person at any cost. 



 

Because, Taihai Tiandi knew that ordinary forces did not dare to offend the reincarnation camp, but top 

forces such as Tianxu Temple, Ancient Star Gate, Death God Sect, etc., were unable to descend due to 

the restrictions of the Heavenly Sword Oath. 

 

That is to say, if the Taihai Heavenly Emperor comes in person, it will be enough to overthrow 

everything. 

 

Even if he paid a huge price, and after coming in person, he would not be able to display 10% of his 

strength, but for ordinary warriors, he is still an extremely powerful existence. 

 

"Senior, isn't it easy to kill the Emperor Taihai?" 

 

Ye Chen frowned, obviously knowing that with his current strength, it would be a bit too whimsical to 

challenge the Emperor Taihai. 

 

Emperor Xuanchen smiled and said: "It doesn't matter, I will make a move." 
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"You borrow the power of my soul, I will release all my strength, and then use all the trump cards, 

enough to challenge the Taihai Tiandi, and don't you have a forbidden demon? In addition to the 

forbidden demon, we have more than enough to kill the Taihai Tiandi .” 

 

The forbidden demon named "Wangchuan" is an ancient demon emperor, known as the Ten Thousand 

Demons Heavenly Lord, and his strength is very powerful. 

 

With the help of forbidden demons, Emperor Xuanchen is confident that he can easily crush Emperor 

Taihai. 

 

Ye Chen frowned and said, "The forbidden demon hasn't hatched yet." 



 

Incubating forbidden monsters requires a huge amount of resources, which is by no means an easy task. 

 

Emperor Xuanchen laughed and said: "It's okay, you put the forbidden demon stone egg into the 

Shenyuan Pool, let it absorb the energy of the Emperor Shenyuan, and it can hatch." 

 

The Shenyuan Pond next to Ye Chen is full of energy. If it is absorbed by the Forbidden Demon Stone 

Egg, it is indeed possible to hatch. 

 

Although the energy of the Heavenly Emperor Divine Source aura in the Shenyuan Pool has weakened a 

lot after the passage of time, it is not impossible for the forbidden demon to hatch. 

 

"Senior, have you forgotten that there is a forbidden existence in this Shenyuan pool..." 

 

Ye Chen twitched his face. He wanted the forbidden demon to hatch as soon as possible, but this 

Shenyuan pool has strong restrictions. If he dares to put the forbidden demon stone egg in, I am afraid 

that the entire stone egg will be banned Crush, the little forbidden demon inside will definitely die too. 

 

Emperor Xuanchen suddenly asked: "Your Buddha scriptures have been practiced to the point of 
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"The former ancient star gate actually conceived a supreme artifact, which is comparable to the ancient 

sword of heavenly sin, the golden wheel of the heavenly emperor, the sea of heavenly demons, and the 

seal of the emperor of Yan. It was eroded and worn by Emperor Bantian, and the artifact was mottled 

and mossy, and it was reduced to waste." 

 

"Emperor Bantian's supernatural powers are so powerful that they can even corrode the supreme 

artifact, you have to be careful of this person." 

 

When Emperor Xuanchen talked about Emperor Bantian's past, his tone was full of fear. 



 

Ye Chen was secretly surprised. Hearing what Emperor Xuanchen said, that Emperor Bantian might also 

be a top-notch big shot. 

 

"The ancient star gate built the supreme artifact, why did he destroy it?" 

 

Ye Chen was very curious again. 

 

"Hehe, the artifact was mainly conceived by Emperor Gu. He was afraid that after the birth of the 

artifact, Emperor Gu would soar into the sky and dominate the entire ancient star gate." 

 

"At that time, the internal balance of the ancient star gate will be broken. He wants to surrender to 

Emperor Gu Tian, but he absolutely cannot." 

 

"So, he would rather destroy that supreme artifact than give Emperor Gu a chance to rise." 

 

Emperor Xuanchen sneered, if the Guxingmen were united as one, they would have dominated the 

entire Wuwu time and space long ago. 

 

However, inside the ancient star gate, there is a fierce struggle, even to the point of self-destructing the 

Great Wall. 

 

"I deduced that this time the treasure of the Moon God Emperor was born, Bantian Emperor sent a 

disciple over, but the disciple hasn't shown up yet, I'm not sure where he is lurking, you must be 

careful." 

 

Emperor Xuanchen reminded again. 

 

Emperor Bantian's supernatural powers are astounding, and his disciples are naturally very powerful. 

 

Due to the restriction of the Heavenly Sword Oath, it is inconvenient for Emperor Bantian to come down 

in person, but his disciples will not be restricted. 



 

"I see." 

 

Ye Chen secretly became vigilant, and in the dark, he also caught a very subtle crisis. 

 

It seems that Emperor Xuanchen is right. The disciples of Emperor Bantian have indeed come, but they 

have been lurking all the time and have not made a move. They are obviously waiting for the 

opportunity. 

 

"Let's break the restriction of Shenyuan Pool first, and then hatch the forbidden demon." 

 

"As long as we are prepared, no matter what enemies come, we don't have to be afraid." 

 

Emperor Xuanchen said. 

 

"yes!" 

 

Ye Chen agreed and withdrew his mind from the cemetery of reincarnation. He opened his eyes and saw 

Xu Yourong guarding him, and Xu Tianlang had also been summoned back. 

 

Xu Tianlang's face was quite pale. He had spent a lot of energy in the fierce battle with the ancestor 

Yindan before, but fortunately he did not hurt the source, and now his aura is slowly recovering. 

 

"Brother Ye." 

 

Seeing Ye Chen wake up, Xu Tianlang called out. 

 

Ye Chen nodded, and said to Xu Yourong: "Miss Xu, I can try to break the restriction of the Shenyuan 

Pond." 

 



Xu Yourong was overjoyed, and said, "Lord of Reincarnation, do you have a way to break the 

restriction?" 

 

Ye Chen said: "I'll try it first, but if the restriction is broken, don't move the ice coffin of the Moon God 

and Heavenly Emperor." 

 

Xu Yourong was puzzled, and said, "Why? If the restriction is broken, I want to take this ice coffin home 

immediately." 

 

Ye Chen said: "There are powerful enemies outside, it's not so easy for you to take this ice coffin out." 

 

"I plan to use this ice coffin as a bait to lure the enemy in and annihilate them in one fell swoop!" 

 

Xu Yourong's body shook, and he said, "This... this is not good, if the ancestor's remains were damaged 

in any way, it would be a great sin." 

 

Ye Chen smiled and said: "It's okay, don't worry, I will take action to ensure that the remains of the 

Moon God Emperor will not suffer any damage." 

 

Actually, Ye Chen didn't have absolute confidence either. 

 

But in front of Xu Yourong, of course he couldn't show it. 

 

"All right." 

 

Thinking of Ye Chen's strength, Xu Yourong agreed. 

 

She also saw the scene of Ye Chen turning on the source body of reincarnation and crushing the 

audience just now, and she was extremely admiring and shocked in her heart. 

 

In her heart, except for that lunatic Han Yan, everyone else might not be Ye Chen's opponent. 



 

However, she didn't know that after opening the source body of reincarnation, it would put a huge 

burden on the body's muscles and bones. After Ye Chen opened it once, he was almost exhausted and 

wanted to open it. 
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"Lord of reincarnation, what do you want to do?" 

 

Seeing Ye Chen's actions, Xu Yourong asked in surprise. 

 

Ye Chen said with a smile: "This Shenyuan pool is full of aura, I want to use it to hatch an egg." 

 

"Miss Xu, please rest assured that this move will not damage the remains of the Moon God Emperor." 

 

The main function of Shenyuan Pool is to resist the wear and tear of time. 

 

Xu Yourong was about to take the ice coffin away, so naturally he didn't care about the passage of time, 

even if Ye Chen drained the Shenyuan Pond, it wouldn't affect the remains of the Moon God Emperor. 

 

If the bones of the Emperor of Heaven want to be eroded by time, it will take hundreds of millions of 

lifetimes. 

 

Xu Yourong still had some doubts in her heart, but she chose to trust Ye Chen and did not stop her. 

 

After Ye Chen put the demon-forbidden stone egg into the Shenyuan pool, the aura from the Shenyuan 

pool frantically gathered into the stone egg. 

 

The stone egg absorbed a lot of spiritual energy, and the little forbidden demon inside made a 

comfortable and excited babbling sound, like a baby who has drunk enough milk. 



 

"Is this thing alive?" 

 

Xu Yourong's eyes widened, and he looked at the stone egg in astonishment, and saw that inside the 

thin eggshell, there was indeed a little golden man. Although it hadn't hatched yet, he could already 

move his hands and feet a little, and he could speak. 

 

"The little guy inside is very powerful. If we want to deal with the enemies outside, we must first hatch 

him." 

 

Ye Chen said with a smile. 

 

The forbidden demon in the stone egg, at its peak, was known as the Ten Thousand Monsters Heavenly 

Venerable, the supreme being of all the heavenly demon clans, very powerful. 

 

Tian Yao, Xuan Yao and others still want to drive away tigers and devour wolves, and rely on the 

forbidden monster to deal with the ancient star gate, which shows the strength of the forbidden 

monster. 

 

Even with the wear and tear of the years, today's Forbidden Demon is not as powerful as it was at its 

peak, but it must still retain quite a strong strength, which can serve as Ye Chen's great help to fight 

against foreign enemies. 

 

Xu Yourong and Xu Tianlang stared intently at the stone egg, both very curious, wondering what kind of 

tyrannical fighting power the little guy inside the stone egg would explode once it was born. 

 

The stone egg continued to absorb the source of spiritual energy from the Shenyuan Pond, making 

crackling noises, and there were more and more cracks on the eggshell. 

 

Judging by this trend, it may take at most one day for the forbidden demon in the stone egg to hatch 

completely. 

 

"It will take about a day for this egg to hatch, we will just wait patiently." 



 

Ye Chen said. 

 

Xu Yourong and Xu Tianlang nodded, and immediately, the three of them waited in place. 

 

Ye Chen sat down cross-legged, continued to adjust his breath, and recovered his aura. 

 

Xu Tianlang's previous battles also consumed a lot of energy, so he sat cross-legged and adjusted his 

breath silently. 

 

Xu Yourong stayed by their side, watching the stone eggs hatch. 

 

At this time, the outside world also calmed down. 

 

After Han Yan hacked and killed for a while, he seemed to have exhausted all his strength, was out of 

breath, and finally even fainted to the ground. 

 

He fainted on the ground, looking at it, as if any warrior could easily kill him if he stepped up. 

 

However, no one dared to approach Han Yan. 

 

Han Yan's shocking killing power just now brought a huge psychological shock to everyone. Even now 

that Han Yan fainted, no one dared to approach him. 

 

And many casual warriors began to hunt for treasures in the valley. 

 

It's just that most of the treasures in Tianyue Guigu are covered by restraining barriers, and the more 

precious the treasures, the stronger the restraining power. 

 

Ordinary warriors can only compete for the lowest treasures and snatch some leftovers. 



 

They are not qualified to get their hands on a truly valuable treasure. 

 

Soon, one day passed. 

 

Fantasy space, Luna Tiangong, next to Shenyuan Pool. 

 

Ye Chen opened his eyes, and after a day of breath adjustment, his state had recovered to a good 

degree, except for some soreness in his muscles due to the side effects of using the source body of 

reincarnation, there was no serious problem in other places. 

 

Except for the source body of reincarnation, which is inconvenient for him to open again, other martial 

arts supernatural powers can be displayed. 

 

Xu Tianlang also recovered a lot, guarding Ye Chen with his saber, and called out: "Brother Ye, you're 

awake." 

 

"Your stone egg, the thing inside is a forbidden demon?" 

 

Ye Chen focused his eyes slightly, looked at Shenyuan Pool, and saw that after a day of incubation, wisps 

of monster energy emerged from the cracks in the stone eggs. 

 

Those evil spirits converged into mist, covering the entire stone egg, and a mysterious and gloomy 

atmosphere permeated the air, which made people feel a little creepy. 

 

And in the Shenyuan Pool, at least half of the spiritual energy was absorbed by the stone egg, and half of 

the water in the pool evaporated. 

 

Xu Tianlang has already glimpsed the secret of heaven, and probably knows what kind of thing is inside 

the stone egg. 

 

"yes." 



 

Ye Chen didn't hide it. 

 

Xu Yourong at the side showed a surprised look, and said: "My ancestor of the Moon God was the 

Ascension of the Forbidden God back then. I never imagined that there would be a monster following 

her example. It was also the Ascension of the Forbidden God." 

 

"Lord of reincarnation, can you control this forbidden demon?" 

 

She was a little worried, afraid that Ye Chen would not be able to control the existence of this taboo. 

 

Ye Chen smiled, and was about to speak, but suddenly, there was a whistling monster around. 

 

The stone eggs in the Shenyuan Pool began to absorb the spiritual energy of the Shenyuan Pool at a 

frightening speed. 

 

The remaining spiritual energy in Shenyuan Pool was absorbed by the stone egg in just one breath. 

 

In the entire Shenyuan Pool, the spiritual energy was completely drained, the water in the pool 

evaporated, and white mist evaporated. 

 

Those white steam mist were contaminated by monster energy in an instant, turning into a dark and 

chaotic color. 

 

Between the heaven and the earth, there was a strong demonic aura, the demonic wind roared, and 

there was a strange and sharp howling sound in the void, like tens of thousands of monsters, hissing and 

roaring. 

 

In the depths of the long river of ancient years, there came a vague scene of heavenly secrets. 
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Ye Chen, Xu Tianlang, and Xu Yourong were all in a trance. 

 

They seem to have seen a demon god, sitting on the supreme dark throne, with hundreds of millions of 

demon spirits prostrating and worshiping below. The background is mountains of corpses, seas of blood, 

white bones and skeletons. 

 

Click, click, click! 

 

The whole stone egg was completely cracked. 

 

That little forbidden demon was finally hatched. 

 

He babbled and stretched his waist. He looked very innocent and cute, full of childishness, his eyes were 

extremely clear, without any hostility, and even looked a little cute. 

 

But strands of dark demonic aura permeated his body, howling soaring into the sky, which was not 

commensurate with his cute and innocent appearance. 

 

His body is only about six inches high, and his appearance is that of a little demon, in the shape of a 

human, like a ginseng fruit, with fat hands and feet, and a round face, very cute. 

 

But above his head, the demonic aura curled up to the sky, and the monstrous demonic aura gathered 

into a ferocious appearance. 

 

It was a gigantic statue of the Demon Emperor, exactly the appearance of Wan Yao Tianzun in the past, 

majestic and stern, like a tyrant overlord, looking down on the world, treating all living beings like ants, 

looking at anyone, as if looking at a pile of garbage. 

 

Ye Chen, Xu Yourong, and Xu Tianlang all felt shock and pressure from this huge and hideous demon 

emperor's appearance. 



 

However, the little forbidden demon is innocent and ignorant, completely unaware of the terrifying 

power behind his bloodline. 

 

"Father, father!" 

 

He called out cheerfully, his voice was immature, his body was only six inches tall, he ran towards Ye 

Chen with cheerful steps, and he actually called Ye Chen his father. 

 

Ye Chen was in a daze, he didn't expect this little forbidden monster to recognize him as his father. 

 

Just looking at the appearance of the little forbidden demon, he is innocent and cute, harmless to 

humans and animals, but above his head, the condensed demonic aura that condenses into a huge 

demon emperor is enough to make people frightened. 

 

When the little forbidden monster ran towards Ye Chen, what Ye Chen saw was not the little forbidden 

monster, but a hideous and terrifying demon emperor who slaughtered the world, and was rushing 

towards him. 

 

Ye Chen's heart was shaken, he retreated subconsciously, and summoned the Demon Castle to defend 

with all his strength. 

 

He was afraid that if he didn't take precautions, he would be crushed by the terrifying Demon Emperor's 

face on the spot. 

 

However, when the little forbidden demon saw Ye Chen's actions, his smile froze immediately, his 

expression became disappointed and aggrieved, then his nose became sore, his eye circles became red, 

and he whimpered: "Father..." 

 

In the next moment, like an abandoned child, he burst into tears and completely lost control of his 

emotions. 

 

"Forget River..." 



 

Seeing this, Ye Chen subconsciously called the little forbidden demon's name again. 

 

However, these two words, under the layout of Tian Yao, Xuan Yao and others, have already become a 

curse, which can be used to punish the little forbidden demon. 

 

Sure enough, after Ye Chen called out the little forbidden monster's name, the little forbidden monster 

snorted, as if he had been slapped hard by someone, or struck by lightning. 

 

Not long after he was born, he vomited out blood with a wow, his vitality was severely injured, he 

looked very pitiful, and then burst into tears even more sadly. 

 

"Little guy, don't cry." 

 

Ye Chen hurriedly wanted to comfort him, and walked quickly towards the little forbidden monster. 

 

But at this time, the little forbidden demon had lost control of his emotions, crying loudly, and his whole 

body was boiling with monster energy, as if falling into a rage. 

 

woo woo woo... 

 

Fierce and violent demonic aura filled time and space, covering the sky and covering the earth. The 

entire fantasy space and the Luna Heavenly Palace were filled with the demonic aura of forbidden 

demons. 

 

Before that, Ye Chen spread spiritual energy to suppress the causal breath of the ice coffin, but now, 

under the impact of the violent monster energy, Ye Chen's suppression has completely failed. 

 

The causal aura of this ice coffin, as well as the berserk aura of the little forbidden demon, all leaked out. 

 

In the outside world, the sky and the moon return to the valley. 



 

Many warriors who were hunting for treasure felt the berserk demonic aura, and there was a trace of 

special causal aura mixed behind it, and everyone was shocked. 

 

"What a fierce monster! Has any monster been born?" 

 

"There is also the breath of the remains of the Moon God and Heavenly Emperor!" 

 

"It turns out that the remains of the Moon God Emperor are hidden in the fantasy space, no wonder I 

have been unable to find them!" 

 

There were many voices, and everyone could feel the aura of the remains of the Moon God and 

Heavenly Emperor, as well as the berserk and terrifying aura. 

 

This kind of monster energy fluctuation is too fierce and shocking. 

 

The evil spirit in the fantasy space leaked out and permeated into Tianyue Guigu, and even made this 

valley gradually become darker, with a menacing aura and a howling wind. 

 

Under the impact of the evil spirit, Han Yan, who was in a daze, woke up in a daze, looked at everything 

around him blankly, and murmured: "I fainted just now? What's going on?" 

 

"Where's my elder brother?" 

 

... 

 

at the same time. 

 

In the fantasy space, Ye Chen knew that the monster energy leaked, and the bones of the Moon God 

and Heavenly Emperor were exposed, and the causal atmosphere was also exposed, and the enemies 

outside would definitely rush in. 



 

"This is troublesome. If more people appear in the current situation, it will definitely be more difficult." 

 

Ye Chen gritted his teeth. He and Emperor Xuanchen's original plan was to borrow the power of the little 

forbidden monster to wipe out the foreign enemies together. 

 

But now, the little forbidden demon lost control of his emotions and cried loudly. It is already thankful 

that he did not turn against him. How can he borrow his strength? 

 

"Father, you...you don't want me?" 

 

While crying, the little forbidden demon looked at Ye Chen with a grievance and pitiful eyes. 
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In the cemetery of reincarnation, Emperor Xuanchen urged Ye Chen repeatedly: "Comfort this little 

thing, without his help, it would be difficult for us to deal with the enemies outside." 

 

Ye Chen also knew that the matter was important, and he couldn't bear to see the pitiful and aggrieved 

look of the little forbidden demon, so he said: "Little guy, come here quickly, I don't want you." 

 

The little forbidden demon wiped away his tears, as if he knew that it was the demonic aura on his body 

that made Ye Chen panic. At that moment, he calmed down his aura silently, and the terrifying demon 

king's figure above his head finally dissipated. 

 

Then, the little forbidden demon sobbed, and ran towards Ye Chen quickly. 

 

Ye Chen was overjoyed and greeted him with open arms. 

 



However, at this moment, above the ground, there was a gloomy evil spirit rushing over like a poisonous 

snake. 

 

That wisp of baleful aura was not a demonic aura, but a smell of elixir, which was very strange. 

 

The evil spirit rose up and turned into a big hand, lifting the running little forbidden demon like a 

chicken. 

 

The sudden change made the little forbidden demon completely panic, and burst into tears again, 

shouting at Ye Chen: "Father!" 

 

At this time, the evil energy continued to gather, not only did it transform into a palm, it even 

transformed into a human figure, holding the little forbidden monster in its hand, staring at it intently, 

and exclaiming: 

 

"It's...unbelievable." 

 

"This little thing is the reincarnation of the ancient demon emperor? The blood and aura are so vast." 

 

"Tsk tsk, if you swallow him, I don't know how nourishing it will be." 

 

Ye Chen was shocked when he saw the little forbidden demon being arrested. 

 

Xu Tianlang also exclaimed when he saw the human form transformed by the evil spirit: "Yin Dan 

Patriarch, it's you!" 

 

This human form is none other than the ancestor Yindan! 

 

After a day of recuperation, the ancestor Yindan's aura also recovered a lot, exuding a sinister and fierce 

evil spirit all over his body. 

 



He grinned grimly, stared at the little forbidden monster, and said: "This little thing is really a gift from 

God!" 

 

After saying that, he wanted to throw the little forbidden demon into his mouth and chew it. 

 

But at this time, the little forbidden demon also reacted, and suddenly turned around and grabbed the 

wrist of ancestor Yindan, biting hard. 

 

Patriarch Yindan was in pain, "Ouch" exclaimed, there was already a bite wound on his wrist, bleeding 

profusely, filled with sinister aura, rotting bone and soul, excruciating pain. 

 

Under the great pain, the ancestor Yindan let go of his palm, and the little forbidden demon took this 

opportunity to escape his control immediately, ran back to Ye Chen's side quickly, jumped onto Ye 

Chen's shoulder with a swish, and hugged Ye Chen. Ye Chen stood with his head up, staring vigilantly 

and angrily at Patriarch Yindan. 

 

The little forbidden demon is only six inches tall and looks like a ginseng fruit. Standing on Ye Chen's 

shoulders, the height is quite suitable. 

 

"Little guy, are you okay?" 

 

Seeing the little forbidden demon come back, Ye Chen breathed a sigh of relief. 

 

"Father, I'm fine." 

 

"This old bastard is so hateful, he still wants to eat me." 

 

The little forbidden demon pointed at Patriarch Yindan angrily, speaking more and more fluently. 

 

Before Ye Chen could respond, Xu Tianlang, who was on the side, had already strode out, drew his knife 

out of its sheath, and said in a cold voice, "I will avenge you." 

 



He looked at Patriarch Yindan and smiled indifferently: "Patriarch Yindan, there was no winner in the 

last battle, this time it will be life and death!" 

 

Patriarch Yindan chuckled, calmed down, and said, "Erwei, Lord of Reincarnation, do you still want to 

fight me?" 

 

"Do you know where the Moon God Heavenly Palace is? This is my territory!" 

 

He turned his eyes and looked at Shenyuanchi. 

 

The Shenyuan pool has dried up, and all the energy has been absorbed by the little forbidden monster. 

 

The ice coffin in the pool is no longer blocked by any restrictions, and anyone can touch it. 

 

Seeing this scene, Patriarch Yindan was very excited. 

 

Because in the past years, he had tried countless times to get his hands on the ice coffin and touch the 

remains of the Moon God Emperor, but he failed because of restrictions. 

 

Now, the restriction of Shenyuan Pool was actually broken by Ye Chen. 

 

In other words, he finally had the opportunity to touch the remains of the Moon God Emperor with his 

own hands. 

 

"Hey, today I will kill you all and devour them together!" 

 

"Swallow up your flesh and blood, and use this as a foundation to fuse the remains of the Moon God 

and Heavenly Emperor. It must be much easier." 

 

The ancestor Yindan grinned grimly. If he was outside, he wouldn't be sure to kill Ye Chen, Xu Tianlang 

and others. 



 

But in the Moon God Heavenly Palace, he has great confidence. 

 

Because this place is his territory, he has lived in seclusion here for many years, and he has long been 

integrated with the laws of heaven and earth. 

 

"Spatial blockade, causal isolation!" 

 

Ancestor Yindan opened his arms, first sealing off this fantasy space, isolating cause and effect, and 

preventing the aura here from being exposed. 

 

Because, he wanted to kill Ye Chen and everyone else, and then possess the body of the Moon God 

Emperor, but he didn't want to be disturbed by outsiders. 

 

Many martial artists from the outside world were originally aware of the aura of the fantasy space and 

wanted to search for it, but they suddenly found that all the aura had disappeared, and they were 

stunned. 

 

"Guard of the Moon God, come out!" 

 

Ancestor Yindan yelled again, as if he wanted to summon some ancient existence. 

 

boom! 

 

The gate of the Moon God Heavenly Palace opened with a bang, and a burst of golden light burst out 

from inside. 

 

I saw that in the main hall of Tiangong, there are carved dragons and painted phoenixes, and the 

atmosphere is strict. 

 

On both sides of the main hall, there are huge stone statues standing guard. 



 

Those stone statue guards, holding long halberds, looked murderous. 

 

After Yindan Patriarch's voice fell, the huge stone statue guards seemed to come alive, and walked out 

of the palace with big strides. They all collapsed. 

 

Ye Chen, Xu Tianlang, and Xu Yourong were all besieged by more than a dozen stone statue guards. 

 

Those stone statue guards waved their long halberds, their movements were heavy and sluggish, but 

they were powerful, and more than a dozen guards attacked together, even if their movements were a 

little slower, there was no way to avoid them. 

 

"Miss Xu, be careful!" 

 

Xu Tianlang's expression darkened, he guarded Xu Yourong's side, he swung his saber like splashed ink, 

and the blade of the saber collided violently with the stone halberds in the hands of many stone statue 

guards, making violent noises. 

 

However, those stone statue guards are huge and powerful, even Xu Tianlang can only contend with 

them at most, and cannot crush them. 

 

Seeing this, Ye Chen felt even more dangerous. 

 

These stone statue guards were obviously built by the Moon God Emperor himself. They were used to 

guard the treasures, and their combat effectiveness was very strong. 

 

If he confronts these stone statue guards head-on, it will definitely be at a disadvantage. 

 

At that moment, Ye Chen activated the Lingfeng Divine Vessel, and cast the ethereal body of Xuanchen. 

His body seemed to be surrounded by a breeze, and it was as ethereal as a grain of dust. With a ghostly 

posture, he avoided the attacks of many stone statue guards. 

 



"Hehe, the guard puppets created by the Moon God and Heavenly Emperor are not something you can 

compete with, so die quickly!" 
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Ancestor Yindan grinned grimly, and released wisps of spiritual energy from the pill, which poured into 

the bodies of those stone statue guards. 

 

Under the infusion of his elixir aura, the stone statue guards turned blood-red, their body movements 

became more flexible, and they swung their halberds to slash and kill with ferocious momentum. 

 

Even if Ye Chen tried his best to dodge, he gradually couldn't dodge. 

 

"Moon God Sky Flash!" 

 

At this moment, Xu Yourong suddenly opened his arms, formed an ancient seal formula with both 

hands, and chanted in his mouth, a clear moonlight bloomed from his chest. 

 

The moonlight shot out flickeringly, and hit a stone guard. With a bang, the body of the stone guard was 

exploded by the moonlight on the spot, and shattered into stone chips flying all over the sky. 

 

Seeing this scene, Ye Chen and Xu Tianlang were both surprised. 

 

Those stone statue guards were extremely powerful, even Ye Chen and Xu Tianlang could hardly fight 

against them, but Xu Yourong unexpectedly exploded with one blow. 

 

Her moon god's sky flash technique seems to be a very powerful supernatural power, and Ye Chen has 

captured a hint of the mystery of the law of cause and effect. 

 

This supernatural power was created by the Moon God and Heavenly Emperor himself. It is a forbidden 

technique. As long as it is used, it can summon moonlight and blast all enemies. 



 

Xu Yourong waved her slender hand, and wisps of moonlight flowed out from her fingers like a prickly 

pear. In an instant, several stone guards were hit, and their bodies were exploded on the spot, turning 

into crumbs. 

 

The profound meaning of the law of cause and effect of the moon god's sky flash technique can make Xu 

Yourong ignore the difference in strength, and directly use the moonlight to flash the enemy, which can 

be described as infinitely mysterious. 

 

However, this kind of technique consumes a huge amount of life energy. 

 

After a while, Xu Yourong's face was already pale and it was difficult to continue, but she was still 

holding on forcefully, and said to Ye Chen and Xu Tianlang: 

 

"Now, kill the ancestor Yindan!" 

 

At this time, there were already many stone statue guards, and they were destroyed by Xu Yourong's 

flash explosion. Ye Chen and Xu Tianlang could break out of the encirclement and join hands to attack 

and kill the ancestor Yindan. 

 

Patriarch Yindan felt the danger, so he shrank his eyes, stared at Xu Yourong, gritted his teeth and said: 

 

"You can actually master the secret technique of the Moon God and Heavenly Emperor?" 

 

"Spiritual bondage of evil spirits, trapping locks!" 

 

The ancestor of Yin Dan stretched out his fingers, and a wisp of Yin Sha Pill sprang out from the ground, 

and flew to Xu Yourong's feet, turning into a few ghostly claws with a strong gloomy air, and grabbed 

her ankles. 

 

Xu Yourong let out a muffled snort, and felt that the spiritual energy in her body would be blocked, and 

the spells could no longer be maintained. There were even wisps of evil energy along her ankles, 

invading her skin, as if they wanted to devour her. 



 

"Old bastard, do you dare to hurt Miss Xu?" 

 

Xu Tianlang was furious, and immediately swung his saber to chop off at Patriarch Yindan. 

 

Seeing this, Ye Chen also took a deep breath, summoned the Titan Godship, and blasted towards the 

Yindan Patriarch. 

 

With the improvement of Ye Chen's cultivation base, this Titan ship, in his hands, is no longer just a 

vehicle, but can also be used to attack the enemy. 

 

The Titan Godship itself is an extremely heavy existence, if it hits the enemy directly, most powerful 

people may not be able to bear the weight of the Titan. 

 

However, urging the Titan ship to smash people like this consumes a lot of Ye Chen's spiritual energy. 

 

Seeing Ye Chen and Xu Tianlang jointly attacking, the ancestor Yindan also had a solemn look in his eyes, 

and hurriedly summoned back many stone statue guards, and lined them up closely, like forming a huge 

human wall to protect him itself. 

 

Zheng! 

 

Xu Tianlang's saber was berserk, and cut to pieces the two stone statue guards. 

 

But those stone statue guards were made of unknown materials, they were extremely strong, even 

though he chopped them into pieces with a single blow, the power of the sword was also exhausted. 

 

boom! 

 

Ye Chen's Titan Godship smashed down and smashed more than a dozen stone guards. The gravel flew 

and the dust billowed. The scene was very spectacular. 



 

But the power of his Titan Godship was also exhausted, and he could no longer pose a threat to the 

Yindan Patriarch. 

 

The ancestor Yindan flew back, dodging the offensive attacks of Ye Chen and Xu Tianlang. 

 

"Hehe, your strength is nothing more than that." 

 

"Guards of the Moon God, crush them for me!" 

 

Patriarch Yindan sneered, bit the tip of his tongue, sprayed blood, and fell on those stone statue guards. 

 

The many stone statue guards suddenly gained momentum and stepped towards Ye Chen and Xu 

Tianlang with big strides. 

 

"Father, can't you beat that old bastard?" 

 

The little forbidden demon stood on Ye Chen's shoulder, blinking his eyes, looking at Ye Chen curiously. 

 

In his heart, Ye Chen is an invincible existence, a stalwart father image. 

 

But now it seems that it is not easy for Ye Chen to fight against the ancestor Yindan. 

 

Ye Chen grinned in embarrassment when he heard what the little forbidden demon said. 

 

"Well……" 

 

"Father, let me help you!" 

 



The little forbidden demon rubbed his chin, looked at the stone guard who was striding forward, puffed 

up his mouth to hold his breath, and then the air rushed to the sky, his body suddenly became swollen, 

the evil spirit gushed out, and a pair of fleshy bodies appeared on his back. Wings, two demonic horns 

grew from its head, and a tail grew from behind. 

 

From the outside, he looks like a little devil. 

 

"Aw... woo..." 

 

The little forbidden demon held his head up and inhaled, the vast void, the spiritual energy of the nine 

heavens and ten earths roared and gathered, forming a dark energy ball at his mouth. 

 

This energy ball is completely formed by the gathering of monster energy, and the air current screams 

fiercely, containing an extremely violent breath. 

 

When seeing this energy ball appear, the expression of ancestor Yindan suddenly changed. 

 

Because, from this energy ball, he captured the wave that could be called an explosion. If this energy 

ball exploded, he would probably be killed as well. 


